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\( \text{send out your spirit} \)

\( \text{bernadette farrell} \)

\( \text{based on psalm 104} \)

\( \text{descant and satb arrangement by craig kingsbury} \)

\( \text{(} s = \text{ca. 102)} \)

\( \text{verses} \)

\( \text{descant} \)

\( \text{soprano} \)

\( \text{alto} \)

\( \text{tenor} \)

\( \text{bass} \)

\( \text{keyboard} \)

\( \text{1. How many are your works, O Lord,} \)

\( \text{2. Your majesty and glory tell} \)

\( \text{3. You set the earth upon its base} \)

\( \text{4. You give the cattle grass to feed.} \)

\( \text{4. And plants to serve our need.} \)

\( \text{Bring forth this} \)

\( \text{1. in wisdom you have made them all, the moon to mark the end of} \)

\( \text{2. the wonder of the place you dwell. The waters and the winds o} \)

\( \text{3. from age to age in time and space. The universe your care con} \)

\( \text{4. you make the plants to serve our need. We bring forth bread and wine to} \)

\( \text{© 2009, 2012, bernadette farrell. published by ocp, 5536 ne hassalo, portland, or 97213. all rights reserved.} \)
4. wine to share: _______ A sign of love.

1. day, the sun to rise and light our way.
2. bey like messengers up - on their way.
3. veys, the planets echo with your praise.
4. share. Your signs of love are ev - ery - where.

Send out your__

REFRAIN

(after vs. 4)

Send out your spirit, _ and bring us to

Spirit it up - on the earth and let your spirit bring us to

Ab Bb/Ab Eb/G Cm Fm7 Bb
SEND OUT YOUR SPIRIT (Keyboard/Choral), cont. (3)

birth.

Send out your Spirit.

Send out your Spirit and make us new till all creation returns to you.

You new.

You you. Send out your you.

Final
Send Out Your Spirit

*Based on Psalm 104*

**Guitar/Vocal**

Bernadette Farrell

\( \text{\( \text{à ca. 102} \)} \)

**Capo 1:** (D)

(G/D) (D) (Em/D) (A) (G/D) (D)

\( \text{Eb} \) \( \text{Ab/\( \text{Eb} \) Eb} \) \( \text{Fm/Eb} \) \( \text{Bb} \) \( \text{Eb} \) \( \text{Ab/\( \text{Eb} \) Eb} \) \( \text{E} \)

1. How many are your works, O

2. Your majesty and glory

3. You set the earth upon its

4. You give the cattle grass to

(Em/D) (F\#m/D) (Em/D) (D)

\( \text{Fm/Eb} \) \( \text{Gm/Eb} \) \( \text{Fm/Eb} \) \( \text{E} \)

1. Lord, in wisdom you have made them all, the moon to mark the

2. tell the wonder of the place you dwell. The waters and the

3. base from age to age in time and space. The universe your

4. you make the plants to serve our need. We bring forth bread and

(G/D) (D) (Em/D) (F\#m/D) (Em/D) (D)

\( \text{Ab/\( \text{Eb} \) Eb} \) \( \text{Fm/Eb} \) \( \text{Gm/Eb} \) \( \text{Fm/Eb} \) \( \text{E} \)

1. end of day, the sun to rise and light our way.

2. winds obey like messengers upon their way.

3. care convey, the planets echoed with your praise.

Send out your

4. wine to share. Your signs of love are everywhere.

REFRAIN

(G) (A/G) (D/F\#) (Bm) (Em7) (A)

\( \text{Ab} \) \( \text{Bb/\( \text{A} \) Ab} \) \( \text{Eb/G} \) \( \text{Cm} \) \( \text{Fm7} \) \( \text{Bb} \)

\( \text{Spit it up on the earth and let your Spirit bring us to} \)

(D) (D7) (G) (A/G) (D/F\#) (Bm)

\( \text{Eb} \) \( \text{Eb7} \) \( \text{Ab} \) \( \text{Bb/\( \text{Ab} \) Ab} \) \( \text{Eb/G} \) \( \text{Cm} \)

birth. Send out your Spirit and make us new till all creation returns to you.

2. Your you. Send out your you.

3. You

4. You
Composer Notes

Psalm 104 is included in the Christian liturgical cycle at Pentecost and the Easter Vigil and for Confirmation. It is a celebration of creation and an ideal table prayer. Calling it a psalm of ‘new orientation,’ Walter Brueggemann tells us, “Read Psalm 104!”

Only seventy years ago, the psalms were forbidden as distinctly Jewish in Nazi Germany. Many theologians dispensed with the Old Testament to appease the Nazis but, under Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s leadership, the Confessing Church seminary at Finkenwalde retained the discipline of the psalms for daily prayer and meditation. The seminary was forcibly closed by the Gestapo. Bonhoeffer was under scrutiny, and his 1940 book on the psalms was published without the regime’s consent. It portrayed Christ as a first century practising Jew, and shared the discipline of communal prayer practised at Finkenwald. From his cell in the Nazi prison at Tegel, Bonhoeffer wrote to his parents on 15 May 1943, “For years I’ve read the Psalter daily; there is no other book I know and love so well as this one.”
Assembly Edition

SEND OUT YOUR SPIRIT

Bernadette Farrell

Verses

1. How many are your works, O Lord, in
   wisdom you have made them all, the moon to mark the
2. Your majesty and glory tell the
   wonder of the place you dwell. The waters and the
3. You set the earth upon its base from
   age to age in time and space. The universe your
4. You give the cattle grass to feed, you
   make the plants to serve our need. We bring forth bread and

Refrain

Send out your Spirit upon the earth and let your
Spirit bring us to birth. Send out your Spirit and
make us new till all creation returns to you.
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